6.5.1.6

Containers

SUSPENDET CONTAINER WITH COVER
WITH TOOLS
ZNSV 1000 AND ZNSV 1000-2m
Use and description:
Suspended container with cover ZNSV 1000 and ZNSV 1000-2m is intended for storage of small parts and
bars with total weight up to 1000 kg. The container is possible to lock with cover and ensure with locking device.
For making the handling easier (lifting, transport) they are three eyes on both sides.
The containers are possible to store in a pile only in case of horizontal and consolidated floor. On the
container bottom part two profiles are connected with weld, which serve for towing on the floor.
The container is also possible to use as a version “tool
and material box”. It is recommended for using as a facility of
the development headings or working faces especially for
storage of the “small mechanisation tools”, e.g. pneumatic
impact tightener 1“ (SRP 1700 KA), (steel cutting) pneumatic
rectilinear saw SS 150-280 BXK, power pick SK 9-5, nut cutting
machine (open eye, closed eye) SMH 30 with hydraulic
aggregate etc.

ZNSV 1000-2m

Characteristics:
Type
Loading capacity
Weight
Container effective volume
Dimensions (l x w x h)
Hanging eye diameter
Type marking
ZNSV
1000

kg
kg
m3
mm
mm

ZNSV 1000
1 000
253
0.57
1 542x750x685
56

ZNSV 1000-2m
1000
259.6
0.66
2042x789x688
56

ZNSV 1000, ZNSV 1000-2m
PENDANT CONTAINER WITH COVER
loading capacity

The product has been designed and constructed as the equipment group I (mine), category M2 according to the
Directive 94/9/EC-ATEX of the European Parliament and of the Council and meets the requirements for using in
areas “hazardous atmospheric conditions 2” according to EN 1127-2+A1 on condition that the valid regulations of
the employer are fulfilled.
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6.5.1.6

Containers

The suspended container with locked cover ZNSV 1000-2m storages following assembly tools (example):
- pneumatic impact tightener 1“ (SRP 1700 KA)
- (steel cutting) pneumatic rectilinear saw SS 150-280 BXK
- (wood cutting) pneumatic chain saw PPR 35 N
- power pick SK 9-5
- nut cutting machine (open eye, closed eye) SMH 30 with hydraulic aggregate
All assembly tools are stated in SAP.

HIGH STRENGTH CHAIN CUTTING MACHINE ALAN 20.23
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